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I EXPERIENCED MY FIRST in-fl ight exhaust valve failure about 20 years 
ago. The engine started running roughly, as you might expect of a 
six-cylinder engine that was only running on fi ve. After I landed, I 
noticed the manifold pressure at idle was several inches higher than 
normal, confi rming that something was wrong with the engine.

In the hangar, I removed the top cowling and the top spark plugs 
and performed a diff erential compression test. Five of the cylinders 
measured just fi ne, but one measured 0/80 with a hurricane of air 
blowing out the exhaust pipe. The jug had to come off .

When I wrestled the cylinder off  the engine and looked at the 
exhaust valve, something was missing (see Figure 1). A fragment of 
the exhaust valve face had broken off  and departed the premises. 
Luckily, it departed through the wastegate and spared the turbo-
charger turbine wheel from destruction.

I sent the jug out for repair. It came back with a new exhaust 
valve and guide and with some dressing to the valve seat. I installed 
the cylinder back on the engine, where it’s happily operating to this 
day, about 20 years and 3,000 hours later.

HOT, HOT, HOT!
Exhaust valves are the most heat-stressed 
components in your engine. They are 
exposed to high temperatures while oscillat-
ing back and forth through a valve guide 
largely without benefi t of lubrication (since 
they’re too hot for engine oil to tolerate 
without coking). Frankly, it’s astonishing 
that they last as long as they do.

During the peak pressure and tempera-
ture portion of each combustion event, gas 
temperatures in the combustion chamber 
approach 4,000°F, far hotter than the 
exhaust valve could withstand. Fortunately, 
the valve is closed during this time, so the 
heat energy absorbed by the valve face is 
quickly transferred through the valve seat to 
the cylinder head, where it’s absorbed by the 

Don’t Fail 
Me Now
How and why exhaust valves fail
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This exhaust valve failed in fl ight, shutting down the cylinder.

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

Cutaway of a cylinder’s exhaust port, showing the exhaust valve, 
seat, guide, and cylinder head.

head’s large thermal mass and dissipated 
through its cooling fi ns (see Figure 2). This 
“heat sink” arrangement is absolutely essen-
tial to the survival of the valve. Without it, 
the valve face would overheat and self-
destruct quite rapidly.

As the combustion event subsides, the 
exhaust valve opens. By this time, the gas 
temperature in the combustion chamber has 
transferred much of its heat energy to the 
piston (converting it to mechanical energy), 
so the exhaust gas that fl ows past the valve 
and out the exhaust port starts out at less 
than 2,000°F and cools very rapidly as the 
combustion chamber pressure drops. This is 
a good thing, because when the exhaust 
valve is open it loses its primary heat sink 
(the valve seat), and the only way the valve 
can dissipate heat is through the valve stem 
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to the valve guide. This secondary heat 
path is a bit more eff ective in Lycoming 
engines (with sodium-fi lled valve stems) 
than it is in Teledyne Continental Motors 
(TCM) engines (with solid valve stems).

At the end of the exhaust stroke, the 
exhaust valve closes, once more making 
fi rm contact with the valve seat and 
establishing the primary heat sink 
arrangement in preparation for the ther-
mal assault of the next combustion event.

HOW EXHAUST VALVES FAIL
Exhaust valve problems often cause air-
craft owners to suff er from pangs of guilt. 
Why did the valve burn? What did I do 
wrong? Mechanics often contribute to 
such guilty feelings by telling owners that 
their exhaust valve burned because the 
engine was leaned too aggressively. This 
reasoning is almost always wrong.

The overwhelming majority of 
exhaust valve problems are caused by 
excessive valve guide wear. Some guide 
wear is normal and inevitable, given that 
the guide is softer than the chrome-
plated valve stem that passes through it, 
and that the two are in constant relative 
motion without benefi t of lubrication. 
But if the guide wears excessively, it 
can’t hold the valve face perfectly cen-
tered in the valve seat. That’s when 
problems begin.

If the valve face and seat aren’t per-
fectly concentric, then one spot on the 
valve face won’t seal properly against the 
seat when the valve is closed during the 
combustion event. This causes two bad 
things to happen. First, the heat path 
from the valve face through the seat and 
head is disrupted, interfering with the 
ability of that spot on the valve face to 
shed heat. Second, tiny amounts of 
extremely hot combustion gas leak past 
the spot that isn’t sealing properly. The 
result is a “hot spot” on the valve face.

Once the exhaust valve develops a hot 
spot, things can deteriorate rather 
quickly. Metal starts eroding from the hot 
spot, causing its seal against the valve seat 
to get worse, thereby interfering with the 
heat path even more and allowing 
increasing amounts of leakage during the 
hottest part of the combustion event. 
When the hot spot gets hot enough, the 

Once the hot spot develops, the valve is 
doomed—it’s not a question of whether 
it will fail, only when.
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valve face will begin to warp, further 
degrading the seal and increasing the 
leakage. Deterioration progresses at an 
ever increasing pace until the hot spot 
gets so hot that the valve ultimately sheds 
a chunk of metal, at which point com-
pression goes to zero and the cylinder 
shuts down. (Colloquially, we say the 
engine “swallowed a valve.”)

Bottom line: Once the hot spot 
develops, the valve is doomed—it’s 
not a question of whether it will fail, 
only when.

PREMATURE FAILURE
Any exhaust valve will fail if it remains 
in service long enough. In a perfect 
world, the valve, guide, and seat will sur-
vive to time between overhauls (TBO) or 
beyond. In the real world, that isn’t 
always the case.

There are a number of factors that can 
contribute to premature exhaust valve 
failure. During cylinder manufacture/
overhaul/repair, if the guide isn’t 
properly machined (reamed) to hold the 
valve perfectly concentric with the seat, a 
hot spot can develop relatively quickly. 
For example, there’s considerable 
evidence that TCM had some valve 
concentricity issues on cylinders it 
manufactured during the late 1990s and 
early 2000s resulting in an epidemic of 
burned exhaust valves at 500 to 700 
hours. TCM changed its manufacturing 
procedures, and these problems seem to 
have subsided.

Another factor involves how the 
valve seat is ground and how wide the 
contact area is between the valve and 
seat. If the contact area is too wide, there 
may not be enough pressure between the 
valve and seat to cut through carbon 
deposits that form on the seat (particu-
larly when the engine is operated at low 
power and/or rich mixture). If the con-
tact area is too narrow, then the heat 
transfer path from the valve to the seat is 
compromised and the valve runs too hot 
(particularly at high power settings and 
lean mixtures). Grinding the seat to 
obtain the optimal contact area can be 
more of an art than a science.

If the engine is operated with a rich 
mixture (particularly during taxi and 

other ground operations), then lead, carbon, and other unburned 
combustion byproducts can build up on the portion of the exhaust 
valve stem that projects into the exhaust port when the exhaust valve 
is open. When the valve closes, this deposit buildup is dragged into the 
lower portion of the valve guide and often causes accelerated guide 
wear (bell-mouthing), particularly in TCM engines that use relatively 
soft valve guides. As we’ve seen, accelerated valve guide wear 
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FIGURE 3

A badly burned exhaust valve. Note the hot 
spot (left panel, 2 to 4 o’clock), the warping 
(top-right panel), and metal erosion (bot-
tom-right panel). This valve was only hours 
from complete failure.
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generally leads to valve hot spots (burned 
valves) and ultimately to valve failure 
(swallowed valves).

In most Lycoming and some TCM 
engines that use relatively hard valve guides, 
the deposit buildup on the valve stem makes 
it diffi  cult for the valve to close fully. This 
can also cause leakage past the valve, 
resulting in hot-spotting and ultimately in 
valve failure. If the situation gets bad 
enough, the result is a stuck valve that won’t 
close. (The same problem can be caused by 
valve guide corrosion in engines that are not 
fl own for long stretches of time.) The fi rst 
symptom of this condition is usually 
“morning sickness,” where the engine runs 
very rough when fi rst started but smoothes 
out as the cylinder head temperatures come 
up to operating temperature. If the problem 
isn’t addressed promptly, it can lead to an 
in-fl ight stuck valve that can have serious 
consequences: bent pushrod, damaged cam, 
or even snapping the head right off  the valve 

if the piston strikes the head of the stuck-
open valve. Stuck valves are quite common 
in Lycomings and TCM O-200/O-300 
engines, but they’re quite rare in big-bore 
TCM engines.

So contrary to popular belief, to the lim-
ited extent that pilot-leaning procedure 
contributes to burned, stuck, and swallowed 
exhaust valves, these issues are far more 
likely to be caused by excessively rich mix-
tures (particularly during ground 
operations) than by lean mixtures. I operate 
my engines brutally lean during ground ops 
and lean-of-peak exhaust gas temperatures 
during all phases of fl ight other than takeoff  
and initial climb. This practice ensures the 
cleanest and coolest operation, which is the 
optimum prescription for long valve life.

During the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
TCM switched to a new, ultra-hard “nitral-
loy” exhaust valve guide in an attempt to 
reduce guide wear. Unfortunately, some of 
these guides weren’t properly chamfered 

and developed a sharp edge that chiseled the 
chrome plating from the valve stems and 
allowed the valves to wobble, burn, and ulti-
mately fail. That was the reason for my 
exhaust valve failure about 20 years ago. As 
is true more often than not in these cases, 
my valve failure wasn’t caused by pilot error 
but by manufacturing error.

Next issue, part two of this article will 
examine how we can monitor exhaust valve 
condition using borescope inspections, 
engine monitor data, and oil analysis, and 
detect incipient valve problems and deal 
with them before in-fl ight failure occurs. 

Mike Busch, EAA 740170, is a certifi cated fl ight instructor 

and an airframe and powerplant mechanic with inspection 

authorization. Honored by the FAA as the 2008 National 

Aviation Maintenance Technician of the Year, Mike has been a 

pilot for more than 45 years, logging more than 7,000 hours. 

E-mail questions to Mike at mike.busch@savvyaviator.com.
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